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Out in the 

Community 
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Overview 

Your safety is as important as the work you do. This training is 
designed to provide you with knowledge to allow you to be safe and 
effective in your work. It is designed to heighten awareness of 
safety concerns and provide simple concrete measures to avoid 
problems.  
 
• General safety guidelines when you are out in the community 

which apply to all daily activities, not just home visits. 
 

• Safety guidelines when visiting a family’s home.  
 

• Guidelines for establishing safety boundaries while building a 
rapport with families. 
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General Safety that we should 
remember as we do errands, 

travel, and go about our daily 
lives in general. 
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General Car Safety 

• Be sure your car is in good working order. Have your 
car checked regularly, especially the battery, ignition, 
cooling and tires, as well as, windshield washer fluid, 
wipers, all lights and horn. 

 

• Try not to go below ½ tank of gas. 

 

• Make sure your car is ready for any                       
current or predicted bad weather. 
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General Car Safety 

• Safety Items To Carry: 
– Flashlight  
– Jumper Cables 
– ‘Call Police’ Sign 
– Duct or Electrical Tape 
– Highway Warning Devices 
– Standard Hand Tools 
– Blanket 
– First Aid Kit 

 

• Winter supplies: 
– Ice scrapper 
– Snow shovel 
– Salt 
– Sand or kitty litter 

The TWO BEST SAFETY ITEMS are your charged cell 

phone and a reliable automobile club. 
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General Car Safety 

• Keep the interior clear of all attracting                           
items. 

 

• Do not keep ANYTHING in plain view                                    
or on seats.  

 

• Do not place valuables in your trunk or back hatch storage 
area in view of homes or businesses and then leave your 
car unattended. Place or retrieve items before driving away. 

 

• Keep doors locked and windows up at all times – use 
heater and air conditioning for climate control. 
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General Travel Safety - Clothing 

• Wear a minimum of jewelry – nothing expensive or anything 
that will make you a target. 

 

• In unsure environments: 

 
– Consider wearing long hair up so that it cannot be used to grab or 

drag you. 

 
– Avoid ties, scarves and lanyards to avoid possible use to strangle. 
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General Travel Safety - Clothing 

• Clothing can make a statement about our personality, 
background and any affiliations we may have. Those very 
things can work against us when dressing for safety. 
Therefore, avoid wearing religious and political items. 

 

• Wear clothing appropriate for the                                       
weather (following the dress code                                                              
during work hours) and closed toe                                             
comfortable shoes.  You should be                                                              
able to move quickly and safely in                                                                        
an emergency. 
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General Travel Safety 

• Know the area you are going into. If it is a new area, plan time to 
drive around and get a sense of the area by identifying the 
location of businesses, police and fire stations, and areas of high 
traffic – places to seek help if necessary. 
 

• Your demeanor  should show authority in                                                     
your walk, talk and look. Do not look lost                                                                     
or distracted. 
   

• Routinely make eye contact so you send the                                                
message of being aware of your surroundings.                                                                                       
Look away slowly and casually. 
 

• When appropriate, use informal greetings with strangers; be 
respectful. 
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General Travel Safety 
• Your actions should say two things: 

 
     1) I belong here     2) I’m in control (of me) 

 

• Approaches such as ‘Do you know the time?,’ ‘Are you 
lost?,’ ‘Do you have change for…?,’ etc. may very well be a 
prelude to an attack. 

 
– If you must answer, do so in the negative and while 

remaining on the move. 

 
– Do not stop and become distracted (e.g. looking at your 

watch or checking the change you have). 
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Parking  

• Assess safety of area before parking. 

 

• Park close to the destination. 
 

• Allow sufficient space for quick                                                    
pull-out if needed. Preferably park                                                       
in the direction of your route home. 

 

• Do not park where you can be blocked in. Also, do not block in 
anyone else. 

 

• If you park in a parking lot, avoid parking next to a van or truck. 
If possible, pull through a double row of parking so that you can 
pull forward out of a space. Backing out has visibility challenges.   
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Arriving 

When you leave your car, be  a target: 

 

•  ook before getting out, check all mirrors. 

•  xit the car quickly – NEVER remain in your car to 
conduct business. 

•  ecure the car. 

•  tep-away quickly and proceed to your location. 

 
Remember – Look, Exit, Secure, Step-Away – You are 
most vulnerable at this transition time. 
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Arriving 

• Exiting public transportation – know what direction you are 

going to go in before you leave the bus.  
 

• Observe outside before leaving – if it does not look safe, 

stay on the bus. 
 

• Once off, avoid being or looking confused or lost – again, 

walk with authority and maintain that ‘belong here,  

in control’ look. 
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Leaving 

Leaving your location– know who is behind you. Look outside 
before exiting if possible. Have car keys ready and in your 
hand before leaving. 

Re-entering your car – similar to leaving, same acronym – be 

a target. 

•  ook before getting in, check under and inside the car. 

•  nter the car quickly. 

•  ecure the car (Lock the doors). 

•  tart out quickly. – Again, DO NOT sit in your car to conduct 

business. (When at a home visit, if you need to make notes or 
confirm your next visit, go to a public area and park). 
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Leaving 

• Re-entering public transportation – try to coordinate 

leaving with transportation schedule to reduce wait time. 

 

• Wait in a conspicuous spot. 

 

• Stand tall, keep items being                                                           

carried close. 

 

• If situation deteriorates, have options – move to another 

stop, cross and take opposite direction transport, go back 

to client’s home, walk-off and call taxicab, etc.  
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General Community Safety 

• If approaching a group, move to the outside and pass 
quickly.  If necessary and possible, cross to the other 
side of the street without attracting attention. 
 

• Remember, maintain that demeanor                             
of I belong here, I’m in control. 
  

• Trust your instincts! It’s more likely                            
right when instinct tells you there’s                      
trouble. 
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Safety Tips  

During  

Home Visits 
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Preparing for First Home Visit 

When scheduling with a family the first time: 

– Ask for a description of the home or                                      
apartment entrance so you can quickly                                                
identify it if the address is not easily visible. 

– Ask about pets – ask how they react to                                            
strangers entering the home. If pets concern                                    
you, ask them to be in another area of the home                           
(you can use allergies as a reason). 

– Ask if there are other members of the household who 
might be there during your visit. 
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If you have any concerns about the 
neighborhood… 

• If possible, check out the neighborhood and various 
routes home in advance 

 

• For Early Interventionists,  

– Visit the family with a colleague or supervisor for the 
first visit 

– Notice if there are times of the day when there are more 
people out in the community and schedule your visits 
around that time (ex. Dismissal of a school) 
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Approaching a Home 

• If at your first visit you are having trouble identifying 
the correct residence, call the family and describe your 
car and ask if they can see you and to please come to 
the door so you can see them. 

 

• For every visit, look and listen for sounds of someone 
at home. If you hear  any signs of danger, leave 
immediately, call 911 if necessary, contact family and 
reschedule. 
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Do NOT enter if: 

• Questionable persons are present 

• Parents/others are intoxicated 

• Violence is in progress 

• Vicious animals are present 

• Door is ajar but no one is nearby 

 

If ANYTHING makes you feel uneasy, leave and contact 
family to reschedule. Discuss concerns. If family cannot 
control issues, explore a safer place to meet. 
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When entering the home: 

• Stand to the side of the door (by door hinges) when 
knocking or ringing bell  

– This allows you to see into the room before you enter to 
assess any safety issues 

– You will be out of the path of someone or an animal 
making a quick exit 

• Do not enter until you see the parent in the room (if 
they did not answer) 

• If denied entrance, do not attempt to persuade. Leave 
and reschedule. 
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When in the home: 

• Be aware of where exits are 

– Try to stay near an exit 

– Do not set up a situation where someone is between 
you and the exit 

 

• When possible, sit in a hard chair (say you need it for 
your back) 

– They are easier to get out of quickly 

– They cannot hide needles, weapons or bugs like soft 
furniture can 
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When in the home: 

• Be alert to sounds and odors, drug paraphernalia, 
pornography, weapons 

• Beware of others in the home and who they are 
• If anyone or anything makes you uncomfortable, excuse 

yourself saying you need something from your car. Drive 
away immediately, call 911 if necessary, and then call to 
reschedule. 
 

• If someone becomes confrontational with you: 
– STAY CALM 
– Acknowledge their feelings and do not argue or get defensive 
– Keep at least 3 feet away 
– When leaving do not turn your back on the person 
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After visit 

• It is recommended to have disinfectant wipes and 
plastic bags in your glove compartment 

– Wipes for germ control 

– Bags to place any items that you may fear have picked 
up bugs, bed bugs (see Bed Bug Module), or lice. 

 

• Report all concerns to                                                                    
your supervisor 
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Your Schedule for Home Visits 

• Have a clearly written schedule and                                                              
leave a copy at home and with your                                                          
supervisor in case of an emergency.  

– Check in with your supervisor when                                                                          
you are starting your day 

– Make sure your supervisor knows the make,                                                                                 
model and plate number of the car you are using each 
day or what bus/train lines you will be using 

– Check in with your supervisor when you have                                                     
finished your schedule for the day 
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Your Schedule for Home Visits 

• Stay current with weather, traffic and                                                           
safety issues and adjust schedule as                                                
needed. 
– There are a variety of weather apps                                                                        

which can keep you up to date on                                                                     
conditions and send alerts to your                                                              
phone. 

– Apps such as “Waze” can keep you                                                            
informed on traffic conditions as well                                                                                        
as police and fire activity. (Reschedule                                                                         
any visit in an area with current police or fire activity). 

 
• If you need to make a last minute change in your schedule, 

let your supervisor know of the change. 
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Travel Safety 
• Carry as little as possible in a work tote rather than a purse. 

– As much as possible, keep your hands                                                                                                                                                                             
free of items. Long straps of bags                                                     
should be worn from one shoulder,                                                      
across the chest so bag rests against                                                                 
the opposite hip.  

 
• Keep ID in your pocket – not around                                                                                                            

your neck 
 

• Keep charged cell phone, license,                                                                           
keys and minimum amount of money                                                               
on you at all times in case you need to                                                                   
exit quickly without time to grab your belongings. 
– In a mugging situation you can throw your bag in one direction and 

run in the opposite direction and still have what you need with you 
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Safety Plan 

1. Your supervisor should know your schedule and 
locations for the day – keep them informed of any 
last minute changes 

2. Keep cell phone charged 

3. Carry only what you need 

4. Stay alert and aware of surroundings – do not fall 
into a false sense of security 
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Setting Safety 

Boundaries 
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Professional Boundaries 

Purpose: 

– To create a safe and respectful environment that is 
focused on the needs of the child and family 

– To protect all parties within the relationship 

– To help define roles and expectations 

– To allow for participation in the relationship, despite 
any differences in opinion 

– To protect and take care of yourself so that you can 
better serve others 

– To avoid burn-out and over-extension 
                                                                                                                                                     (Hanson, 2007) 
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Professional Ethics 

“Because interventionists and educators work so closely 
with families, the boundaries between the parent-
professional partnership and friendship can become 
blurred. This can happen for both people in the 
partnership, but it is ultimately the professional’s 
responsibility to maintain the boundaries.” 

                                                  NAEYC, Parent-Professional Boundaries 
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Establishing Rapport 

• Build a professional relationship – becoming ‘friends’ 
can:  

– Make it difficult to discuss hard topics 

– Can jeopardize confidentiality 

– Be misinterpreted 

 

• Use self-disclosure sparingly to                                        
communicate/build trust.                                                                      
The focus should never be                                                                         
on you or about you. 
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Maintain Professional Boundaries 

• For health and safety reasons, it is best to refuse food or 
beverage  
– Say the agency does not allow it 
– If it feels rude or detrimental to respecting the family, ask to take it 

with you 

 
• If you need to use the restroom, it is best to find a clean public 

one - try the app ‘SitOrSquat’ 
 

• Do not accept gifts to you personally 
– Say the agency or our Code of Conduct does not allow it 
– If it feels rude or detrimental to respecting the family and it is 

something that could be used in the office or your classroom, than 
thank them for the donation 

– Accept nothing that can be interpreted as have strings or 
expectations attached to it 
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Maintain Professional Boundaries 

Ensure that communication is business only and cannot 
be misinterpreted or used to pursue a non-professional 
relationship. 
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Maintain Professional Boundaries 

“Going beyond the parameters of …your role creates 
an unfair expectation that your coworkers will do the 
same. Inconsistent professional boundaries within 
teams and organizations may confuse clients and 
erode their confidence in your organization.” 
 

                                                             National Association of Social Workers 
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Maintain Professional Boundaries 

• Do not talk about your family, where they live/work, 
where your children are in school, your personal 
contact information, vacation plans, etc. 

– This can set you up for unknown persons to get access 
to your personal information.  

– You may feel trusting of the family members you are 
speaking with but you cannot control what they may 
innocently say to others who may not be trust worthy of 
knowing your personal information.  
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Internet and Social Media 

• With internet search options (ex. ZABAsearch, Google 
Earth) it takes very little information for someone to 
track down if you have a nice home to explore while 
they heard you were on vacation; for a pedophile to 
see your children (pedophiles often have family 
members who are unaware of their illness); or for 
identity theft. 
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Internet and Social Media 

Do not share with families on social media, you will be 
at risk for   

– Breaking HIPAA regulations  

– Crossing professional boundaries 

– Jeopardizing your privacy and safety 

 

“Those who engage in online friendships with clients can 
jeopardize professional boundaries by involvement in a dual 
relationship with service recipients. It is best to avoid this type 
of relationship due to perceived conflict of interest and 
privacy/confidentiality concerns.” 
                                                                                

                                                                                     American Occupational Therapy Association, 2011 
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Internet and Social Media 

Assume anything you post, text, 
or email will be read by everyone 
even those you do not want 
reading it!! 
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Internet and Social Media 

• Even if your page is not public and only open to 
friends, you cannot control what is reposted by a 
friend to their friends 

 

• If you use social networks                                                                  
you are now in the position                                                                        
of  being a professional 24/7                                                          
and potentially risking your                                                        
safety                                                                                         
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SAFETY in the Community! 

Trust Your Instincts!! 
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IMPORTANT ! 
(please read instructions below) 

 

It is important that you: 

• Print and complete Quiz  

• Print the Certificate; add your NAME, Signature and date and 
return to your supervisor along with the Quiz Results for signature. 

Completion Instructions 



 

Name: _________________________________________ Date:_________________________________ 

Safety Guidelines Out in the Community – Quiz 

Please circle the correct answer 

A charged cell phone and a reliable automobile club 

membership are two of the most important safety items to 

have in your possession.   

       True   False 

Some precautions that you can take to prepare yourself for 

your work in the community on a daily basis include… 

 

a) Organize your schedule well, check with your 
supervisor on anything questionable 

b) If uncertain about a new location, ask someone 
who knows, use mapquest or a GPS. 

c) Leave your expensive jewelry at home  

d) All of the above 

Your demeanor should show authority in your walk, talk 

and look thereby not looking lost or distracted.  
       True   False 

When getting out of your car or off the bus 

 

a) Know what direction you will be walking in 

b) Check your surroundings 

c) Drive away or stay on the bus if something or 
someone does not make you feel safe 

d) All of the above 

When preparing for a first visit 

 

a) Ask for a description of the residence to assist with 
finding it quickly and easily 

b) Ask about pets and request that they be in another 
area if you are fearful or allergic 

c) Ask who else will be home while you are there – for 
your safety as well as to let them know that it is 
appropriate for other family members to be 
included 

d) All of the above 

If anything/anyone makes you feel uneasy while in the 

home, stay and work through it. 
       True   False 

When on the road, stay current with weather, traffic, and 

safety issues and adjust your schedule accordingly. 
       True   False 

Keep your ID, phone, keys and minimal money on your 

person and only use a bag for papers, pens, etc. 
       True   False 

Someone should always know your schedule for the day 

and any changes made throughout the day. 
       True   False 

Connecting with clients through social media and 

providing support beyond your professional parameters 

will erode professional boundaries and potentially set you 

up for personal risks. 

       True   False 
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